The Lauterpacht Linked Partnership Programme gives practitioners unique and exclusive access to people, events and research associated with the Centre, in exchange for their support to the Centre's infrastructure and activities.

With over 30 Fellows and a community of over 1,000 (former) Visiting Fellows from around the world, the Lauterpacht Centre for International Law (LCIL) is a centre of excellence in the field of international law.

Centre Fellows produce internationally leading and cutting-edge research in almost all areas of international law. They are globally recognised, tuned in with current affairs, and connected with governments, practitioners and scholars from all over the world.

Membership of the Lauterpacht Linked Partnership Programme is open to law firms, barristers’ chambers and major companies with an Lauterpacht Linked Partnership Programme of the Lauterpacht Centre for International Law

Exclusive benefits for LCIL Partners

- LCIL Partners may nominate a representative to become a LCIL Partner Fellow;
- LCIL Partners are invited to Centre lectures and dinners;
- LCIL Partners may enjoy exclusive networking opportunities;
- LCIL Partners can build strong relations with LCIL Fellows working in their area of interest, fostering opportunities for collaboration in practice and in research;
- LCIL Partners are invited to an exclusive annual ‘Your Career in International Law’ event, during which they can meet and present themselves to promising graduate students;
- LCIL Partners are welcome to organise events at LCIL;
- LCIL Partners can nominate members of their organisation to become practitioner in residence at the Centre for a term;
- LCIL Partners can suggest executive education and training programmes for LCIL to organise in specific areas of international law;
- LCIL Partners and LCIL Partner Fellows will be recognised on the Centre’s website.

Financial support for LCIL

LCIL Partners financially support the Centre with a donation of £8,000 per year, thereby contributing to the development of its research activities and physical infrastructure. Each organisation commits initially for one year, and then commits for a further three-year period.

Donors who give a total of £25,000 will also be eligible to become Patrons of the Faculty of Law.

Launch of Lauterpacht Linked

The Lauterpacht Linked programme was launched at the Centre on 1 December 2017 at an official opening ceremony to open the new corridor which linked the Centre’s two buildings at nos 5 and 7 Cranmer Road.

For further enquiries about the programme and how to join, please contact the Centre’s Director and Whewell Professor of International Law, Professor Eyal Benvenisti eb653@cam.ac.uk.

Further information:

www.lcil.cam.ac.uk/about-centre/lauterpacht-linked-programme
www.lcil.cam.ac.uk/people/lcil-partner-fellows